**COMPETITION**

Non-opposition to a notified concentration (Case COMP/M.6071 - Ineos/Ineos Nova)

Non-opposition to a notified concentration (Case COMP/M.5978 - GDF Suez/International Power)

Prior notification of a concentration (Case COMP/M.6138 - Banque Privée 1818 / Messine Participations / Rothschild Assurance et Courtage / Rothschild & CIE Gestion)

Prior notification of a concentration (Case COMP/M.6120 - APMT/PSA/COSCO /DPPC/DPCT)

Prior notification of a concentration (Case COMP/M.6128 – Blackstone /Mivisa)

Commission clears the acquisition of OneMed by the 3iGroup

Midday Express 25.02.2011

OFT issues Statement of Objections alleging abuse of dominance by bunker fuel firm CH Jones

Merger Inquiry: Ratcliff Palfinger / Ross and Bonnyman CC invites evidence

UK - BAA Investigation: Statement from CC following Supreme Court Decision on BAA Appeal

**STATE AID**

Authorisation for State aid pursuant to Articles 107 and 108 of the TFEU - Cases where the Commission raises no objections

OJ C 060 25.02.2011 p.3 & 7


OJ C 060 25.02.2011 p.12 &15

**TRADE & CUSTOMS**

Case T-582/10 before the General Court - Acron OAO and Dorogobuzh OAO v. Council of the European Union


China denies study on EU telecom subsidies

EU Briefing 24-25.02.2011 (Reuters)

Vietnam wants to speed up cooperation with EFTA

EU Briefing 24-25.02.2011 (bilaterals.org)

EU renews FTA call with Philippines - Bilateral cooperation pact tops new EU envoy’s priorities

EU Briefing 24-25.02.2011 (bilaterals.org)

EU Commission disappointed at US tanker decision

EU Briefing 24-25.02.2011 (Reuters)

**INTERNAL MARKET & GENERAL**

Top News from the European Commission from 25 February - 31 March 2011
Weekly calendar from 28 February to 6 March 2011 (CLDR/11/8)

Speech by Mr. László Andor: "The free movement of workers - an opportunity for all"

EU-27 employment and unemployment levels stable - Issue number 8/2011

Commercial Vehicles: registrations up 20% in January (See ACEA Statement)

ICT security in enterprises, 2010 - Issue number 7/2011

Open access in the EU’s research programmes - a BusinessEurope position paper

How to beat cheap imitators (Wall Street Journal Europe 25.11.2011 p.2)

Commission moves to improve supplies on the EU sugar market (Midday Express 25.02.2011)

Agenda of the Working Party on Energy of 8 March 2011

Background Note - 3072nd Energy Council meeting - 28 February 2011 (See also Letter from BusinessEurope)

Europe aims to bring calm as oil gyrates (See the IEA Statement) (Wall Street Journal Europe 25.11.2011 p.1)

Putin blasts EU on Energy (EU Briefing 24-25.02.2011 (bloomberg)) (Wall Street Journal Europe 25.11.2011 p.3)

Commission launches consultations on Resource Efficiency, Rio+20 Summit and sustainable development, Biobased economy (IP/11/226)

Health & Consumer Protection

Bisphenol A: EU ban on use in baby bottles enters into force next week (IP/11/229)

Weekly overview report of RAPEX notifications - Report 8/2011

EFSA - Scientific Opinion on Flavouring Group Evaluation 23, Revision 2 (FGE.23Rev2): Aliphatic, alicyclic and aromatic ethers including anisole derivatives from chemical groups 15, 16, 22, 26 and 30

EFSA - Conclusion on the peer review of the pesticide risk assessment of the active substance 1-naphthylacetic acid

EFSA - Scientific Opinion on the efficacy of AveMix@02 CS/L (endo-1,3(4)-beta-glucanase, endo-1,4-beta-xylanase and polygalacturonase) as feed additive for weaned piglets

EFSA - Statement on data provided for subgroup 1.1.1. of FGE.19

Transport

Air transport: Another major step toward the establishment of the European Single Sky (IP/11/227 & Regulation 176/2011)

Justice & Home Affairs

Main Results of the 3071st Justice and Home Affairs Council meeting of 24 February 2011

- Visa waiver agreements with Brazil
- Council conclusions on EU-Turkey Readmission Agreement and related issues

EU & Economy

Opinion of the European Central Bank of 11 February 2011 on a recommendation for a Council decision on arrangements for the renegotiation of the Monetary Agreement with the Principality of Monaco (CON/2011/8)

Statement by the EC, ECB and IMF on the Third Review Mission to Greece
Euro-zone economic confidence rises
Wall Street Journal Europe 25.11.2011 p.4

Growth forecasts should open Europe's eyes
Wall Street Journal Europe 25.11.2011 p.4

**EXT. RELATIONS & ACCESSION**

*Statement* of J.M. Barroso following the meeting of the European Commission with the Russian Government

*Statement* by H. Van Rompuy following his meeting with Vladimir Putin

Joint *statement* by EU H.R. Catherine Ashton and Foreign Minister of Russia Sergey Lavrov on the situation in North Africa and the Middle East

Organisation *chart* of the EEAS - 23/02/2011

EU Security and Defence news - weekly e-newsletter (*Issue 41*)

Turkey to confront Sarkozy on opposition to EU bid
EU Briefing 24-25.02.2011 (latimes.com)
Wall Street Journal Europe 25.11.2011 p.4